RCS-800 & RCS-900
The Totally Automated Recycling Solution

Lower Costs by 30%
Optimise your cash management to get the most out of your work force

cashcomplete.com

Transform Your Cash Handling
The high costs of cash operation together with increased competition within the retail sector makes it more important than ever
to optimize the business. The steady flow of cash into the back office needs to be counted, allocated, secured and reconciled cumbersome and time consuming processes. Explore true cash management with increased customer service and security through
a complete cash handling solution.

Explore an Efficient Cash Cycle all the Way Around
The cash recycling with CIT integration optimizes the level of cash in-store and decreases the
need of services and manual labour dramatically. Make this the smart solution part of your daily
operations and decision makings, instead of spending hours on administration and counting.
In this way you can keep the focus on the true value of your business – the customers.
Furthermore, the solutions ensures quick return of investment through dramatically improved cash
management. Feel safe with proven and best-in-class technology and system.
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Combine the RCS-800 with
a note unit and experience
complete cash automation

Turn Cash into Real Value
The RCS-800 transforms your cash handling into smart cash management, improving your business
at all levels of the company. With the Retail Cash Solution you take control of the cash through an
efficient cash cycle all the way around, from internal back office cash handling to CIT operations. The
processing of cash is fully automated including creating floats at the beginning of the day to counting
cash and reconciliation of the daily takings.

Superior Financial and Operational Control
The cash solution works seamlessly with the unique monitoring software solution. The solution
is the ultimate management platform for superior financial and operational control of cash.
The cash solution is also connectible to any existing network and can be monitored from
any remote position. Maximize the value of your business and benefit from best-in-class cash
handling technology and system.

►► ERP integration

►► Financial control

►► CIT integration

►► Monitoring for maximum uptime

►► Report generation

►► Automatic reconciliations

►► POS Integration

The RCS-800 is ideal
for Leisure Retailers &
Department stores

Explore True Cash Handling

24 / 7

The Easiest Process Can be the Most Revolutionary

Availability

We believe that handling cash should not be a time consuming issue, it should be a fast process with
minimal human involvement. Transform your cash handling into a completely automated process
where you can retrieve real-time data of the cash flow on your computer and mobile device whenever
you need it. It’s as simple as that.

6. Easy Reconciliation

Make cash management
an easy operation
around the clock

1. Login

2. Cash Dispense

5. Print Receipt

3. Working Shift

4. Cash Deposit

Advantages
►► Streamlined cash handling

►► Easy reconciliation

►► Improved in-store cash

►► Optimized CIT deliveries

flow management

and pickups

►► Issuing floats

►► Shifts, costs of office and staff

►► High security of cash

►► High speed and accuracy

►► Counterfeit detections

►► Reduced cash handling costs

RCS-800 with note unit AST-7008

Latest Innovations
Touchscreen for Easy
Operation and Monitoring

Scalable Solution
The RCS-800 is compatible with several
note units. The scalable solution can be
designed after your specific needs

Process High
Volumes of Cash

High Security

High recycling capacity
up to 25,500 coins for 8
denominations

Secure deposits and storage of cash

Proven
Technology
Best-In-Class Cash
Handling Technology

High Storage Capacity
The new overflow box (5,500 coins) increases
the total storage of coins up to 26,500 with high
security

The heavy duty cash recycler, together
with its proven sensor technology,
makes it one of the strongest solutions
on the market

Automatic Float Creation

Unique Software Platform

By streamlining cash administration and verification procedures, the
system enables faster, more efficient cashier routines for collecting
cash floats and depositing the day’s takings

The solution is connected to our unique
CashComplete™ software platform, enabling
optimal cash management

Specifications

RCS-800

RCS-900

AST-7008

Deposit

Coins mixed, 12 coins per second

Notes in mixed bundle (200 notes),
8 notes per second

Notes in mixed bundle (100 notes),
6 notes per second

Dispense

40 coins per second into till

8 notes per second in bundle of 100
notes

6 notes per second in bundle of 100
notes

Recycling Storage

Up to 25,000 coins, 8 coin hoppers

2,500-10,000 notes, 1-4 cassettes

5,600 notes, 8 recycling drums

Denominations to Recycle

8

4

8

Storage Pickup / Overflow

5,500 coins in a plastic tray

3,000 notes stacked in a heat
self-sealing bag or 4,000 notes
in free fall canvas bag

1- 5 cassettes for pickup 2,500-10,000
notes, stacked in cassette

Total Capacity

30,500 coins

12,500 notes

9,600 notes (canvas)

Validator

SCAN COIN coin validator, ECB
certified

Type 5a, ECB certified

BV 5000, ECB certified

Safe Grade

2-3 mm Steel

CEN IV

UL 291 24 h, CEN L, CEN III, CEN IV

Size (W x D x H)

580mm x 580mm x 1500mm
(22.83” x 22.83” x 59.1”)

780mm x 800mm x 1500mm
(30.7” x 31.5” x 59.1”)

500mm x 1200mm x 1015mm
(19.69” x 47.24” x 40”)

Empty Weight

380 kg (838 lbs.)

700 kg (1543 lbs.)

Up to 740 kg (1631 lbs.)
(Depending on safe type)

PC Option: POS PC pole mounted, Windows 7 POS, 10” touch screen, 3” printer and swipe card reader, barcode reader
Software: Full back office administration and pickup service functionality, multi-currency and ready for remote monitoring and reconciliation service

cashcomplete.com

